The nuclear DNA of D. melanogaster contains DNA sequences that are repeated between ten and a hundred times more often than the next class of redundant DNA. This DNA, as a renatured duplex isolated on the basis of its renaturation kinetics, has a buoyant density of 1.691 (g/ml). In its native state it bands within the unique nuclear DNA peak (p = 1.701). These sequences have been localized by "in situ" hybridization in the chromocenter of the chromosomes of the salivary gland. The properties of centromeres are discussed in terms of the occurrence of repeated sequences at this locus.
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At present, our understanding of the organization of DNA sequences in the higher organism is very poor. The presence of multiple copies of certain sequences is one feature that has been established through the study of renaturation kinetics of denatured DNA (1, 2) . Gene classes have been defined (1) , and are taken as those sequences with similar concentrations per genome. All those sequences within a class that can renature with each other are called a family. Relationships within and between families remain obscure.
The satellite DNAs of rodents represent a discrete set of sequences, with the highest extent of repetition (3) (4) (5) that is found in their genomes. The other repeated sequences belong to an intermediate class, with a continuous distribution of moderately repeated families, until a second discontinuity in the extent of repetitions presumably reveals sequences that represent single-copy DNA. Though representing 10% of the total DNA, the mouse satellite has a complexity of 300 base pairs. The basic unit probably contains a sequence of from 8 to 13 base pairs, distributed in some manner between sequences that have been derived by mutation from this basic sequence (6) . There is evidence that this class of highly-redundant DNA is not transcribed (4) . Recently, the mouse satellite DNA has been located in the centromeric heterochromatin of the metaphase chromosomes (7, 8) . This observation is consistent with the earlier demonstration that the mouse satellite DNA is associated with the less soluble fraction of metaphase chromosomes (9) and with interphase heterochromatin (10) . These facts suggest a structural function for this DNA. They also suggest a possible involvement of this DNA in the (12) , with the addition of a 4-hr digestion with 0.5 mg pronase per ml (self-digested for 2 hr) after the RNase and a-amylase treatments. As discussed in the results, cytoplasmic DNA contaminants were found in crude nuclear preparations (600 X g pellet). Nuclear DNA with less than 0.3% cytoplasmic DNA contamination was obtained from nuclei purified by sedimentation through 2.2 M sucrose for 1 The CsCl banding pattern of DNA extracted from a crude nuclear pellet (Fig. 1) shows, in addition to a predominant main band (p = 1.701), two distinct satellites at p = 1.687 and p = 1.679. Both satellites appear to be extranuclear components, as they disappeared when the nuclei were pelleted through 2.2 M sucrose. The main satellite (p = 1.687) is identical to the one described for D. melanogaster by Travaglini et al. (16) , and identified by them as mitochondrial. The very light satellite is intriguing, since Fansler et al. (17) have also characterized a cytoplasmic "dA-dT" with a density of 1.669. Naturally occurring "poly(dA-dT)" has been reported only in some species of crab and in certain petite mutants of yeast. The molecular weight of the DNA used in these experiments was 25 X 106. It is conceivable that for lower molecular weights other satellites might appear.
In order to locate the position of the different classes of repeated sequences in the density gradient, and to examine the complexity of the cytoplasmic satellite, the DNA was banded in CsCl; material with p < 1.695 was pooled and rebanded. To prevent the formation of "networks" during renaturation, and to free the reiterated sequences from attachments to "unique DNA," the total nuclear DNA was sheared before denaturation and renaturation. The renaturation time was adjusted to prevent reassociation of the families, having Cot values of 1-10, that were observed by Laird and McCarthy (11) . The renatured DNA was separated from single strands on hydroxylapatite (4) (Fig. 2) . We The parameters used in the analysis of the data were: Ao Ao(60'C) = 0.151, assuming a loss of 4% in absorbance of denatured DNA due to base-stacking changes from 100'C to 600C.
The reassociation kinetics were studied in a Cary 15 spectrophotometer using a water-jacketed quartz cell connected to two water baths in parallel. One water bath was kept at 95'C and the other at 60'C. The sample was denatured at 950C and, at time zero, the water bath at 60'C was switched into the cell. Temperatures in the cell were measured with a copper-constantan thermocouple and showed that thermal equilibrium was reached in 30 sec.
by assuming an inverse proportionality between rate constant and complexity (viral or bacterial DNA is taken as a standard). According to this interpretation, there are about 17,000 copies of a sequence 260 base-pairs long and 450 copies of a sequence 8100 base-pairs long in the Drosophila genome of 108 base pairs. More precisely, the complexity is the sum of all base pairs in discrete sequences of a given class. Therefore, we could with equal justification say that a complexity of 260 might mean in this case two sequences, each of 130 base-pairs long, that are repeated 17,000 times. Clearly, there are a t.emendous number of ways to divide this number and the application of this approach is somewhat ambiguous. Its value is in measuring the total sequence diversity of a collection of DNA molecules, and a complexity value of 78,400 base pairs is clearly low, for the 8 X 106 base pairs contained in this rapidly renaturing material.
Chromosomal localization of the very rapidly renaturing material
Recently developed techniques of in situ hybridization provide a cytological tool for the localization of specific fractions of the genome. This technique was applied to labeled RNA produced in vitro from this material and annealed to giant chiomosomes of the salivary gland. Autoradiograms (Fig. 6) de- monstrate a striking localization of grains within the chromocenter, a heterochromatic mass at which all chromosomes are joined at their centromeres. The chromocenter also includes heterochromatic segments occurring on either side of the centromeres and, in males, the Y chromosome. When the slides are developed after 5 days, the grains appear only in a small region of the chromocenter; however, upon longer exposures, the area covered by the grains increases, but remains within the chromocenter. It was interesting to observe that, in the nuclei of nonpolytene, neighboring fat-body cells, there seem to be an equal number of grains as in the chromocenter of the giant chromosomes. § This is consistent with the histophotometric determinations of DNA content in these polytene chromosomes, as Rudkin (18) has found that the centric heterochromatin does not undergo the polytenic replication. The specificity of the autoradiographic localization of these sequences is confirmed by the following control. With the DNA eluted with 0.12 M phosphate from the hydroxylapatite as a primer for the synthesis of radioactive RNA, and in a parallel experiment, scattered grains were seen on the chromosomal arms, but not localized at the chromocenter. This control does not rule out the occurrence of moderately repeated DNA sequences in the chromocenter because of their lower concentration in the 0.12 M fraction, which is primarily unique DNA. The possibility that other copies of rapidly renaturing material exist in lower concentration at other locations of the chromosome cannot be ruled out, since a critical amount (estimated at 108 daltons) of material must be concentrated at a particular locus to be detected in a 10-day exposure. This point is particularly important since occasional grains were noticed on the chromosomal arms, though no obvious pattern of grains was obtained. DISCUSSION The original inference that repeated sequences are localized in the chromocentric region of D. melanogaster was drawn from cytological experiments (7, 19) . RNA sumably, only reassociation between reiterated sequences could occur. Rae (20) has already confirmed this point by actually isolating the total repeated sequences on hydroxylapatite. We report here that, in D. melanogaster as in the mouse, the kinetic analysis of DNA renaturation reveals sequences whose highest level of repetition allows them to renature as a discrete class of DNA within the genome. These sequences have been overlooked in previous kinetic characterization of the D. melanogaster genome. This specific fraction of DNA sequences is concentrated in a discrete region within the chromoce nter, which suggests that the sequences may be localized, as in mouse, at the centromeres. When this fraction is sheared to a double-strand molecular weight of 250,000, the renatured buoyant density (p = 1.691) is distinct from that of the main band (p = 1.701); however, the isolation of rapidly renaturing material from high molecular weight DNA provides a different density pattern, with information regarding the length and organization of its sequences in the genome (manuscript in preparation). It seems probable to us that other organisms with no distinct satellites have a discrete class of the most repetitious DNA buried within the main-band DNA. For this class, both its discreteness (as measured by renaturation kinetics) and its distinct chromosomal localization would suggest that it may have a functional role different from that of the "intermediate" class.
Though speculations as to the function of the rapidly renaturing fraction remain tentative, it seems reasonable to believe that some or all of the properties of centromeres can be understood in terms of the presence of highly repeated sequences. In general, since the morphology of the chromosomes is part of the genetic heritage of the cell, the DNA sequences must contain the information for directing the formation of this structure. Chromosomal morphology may be simply determined by specific DNA associations, either through protein cross-links or through direct DNA-DNA interactions. It is difficult to escape the hypothesis that the high degree of sequence homology at the centromeres results in extensive interactions between these sequences. Fig. 7 somal folding] of how these sequences might affect chromosomal folding. The suggestion that this region of the chromosome is capable of extensive interactions is further supported by numerous cytological observations (22, 23) of somatic centromeric association of nonhomologous chromosomes, and of chromosome polymorphism, which is caused by centric inversion, "fusion", and "fission".
Biologically, perhaps the most important aspect of the aggregative behavior of centromeres is manifested in the pairing of homologous chromosomes at meiosis. This specific process demands a certain amount of heterogeneity in the total centromeric DNA. The specificity could be provided by unique "spacer" sequences on different chromosomes. However, as we have emphasized in our interpretation of the renaturation kinetic data, the possibility that there are several families within the very rapidly renaturing fraction, each associated with a particular chromosome, cannot be ruled out. This interpretation of the kinetic data is valid even for the kinetically homogeneous mouse satellite.
The work of Hennig and Walker (24) suggests that any role that the rapidly renaturing centromeric DNA plays in the physiology of the cell must allow for the fact that this material seems to be in rapid change in evolutionary history. Assigning a housekeeping function to this DNA would be consistent with these results (24) , since rearrangement of this material could lead to chromosome polymorphism, through centric fusion, fission, or inversion. 
